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COMFORT SHIELD®

Comfort Shield® Remedy Mattresses
Norix Blue

Silver Secure

Sealed Seam Mattress

Sealed Seam Mattress

Shown with Prodigy™ Bed

Norix Blue is a durable mattress with infection control features that
make it suitable for daily use in critical environments. It features
100% sealed seams for unsurpassed seam strength and a durable
polyurethane coated cover. Day in, day out, Norix Blue will perform
well above your expectations.
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Black Max

Sealed & Stitched Seam Mattress

Shown with Attenda® Sleigh Bed
(Mattress ships economically with bed)

Silver Secure is the perfect mattress for those facilities needing more
durability and infection control than what is found in your typical
healthcare mattress. It’s constructed with a durable polyurethanecoated cover with reinforcing ripstop scrim, along with enhanced
break strength for added security. An applicable product for the
intensive-use found in healthcare environments.
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Silver Secure

Remedy Pillows
Sealed Seam

Shown with Attenda® Floor Mount Bed

Black Max is our most durable mattress and is suitable for the most
extreme-use spaces in your facility. That’s because the mattress
is constructed with 100% sealed seams that are reinforced with
maximum security stitching for unsurpassed seam strength. It’s also
constructed with an extremely impervious, polyurethane coated
cover with reinforcing ripstop scrim. All of this makes Black Max
highly durable and resistant to constant-use, bodily fluids, bed bugs
and other challenges you may find in healthcare settings.
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The Comfort Shield® Remedy Pillows have polyester
batting encased in a fire-retardant, polyurethane
coated cover with radio frequency welded seams
for enhanced hygiene, security and durability. These
institutional dorm pillows are fluid, crack, peel,
abrasion and bed bug resistant, anti-microbial and
anti-fungal. They provide a virus barrier and are resistant to delaminating for greater infection control.
The pillow features two breathable vents that repel
oil, water, blood, urine and other fluids. The batting is
made of non-hazardous materials.
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Remedy Series mattresses feature 100% sealed seams that are radio
frequency welded and guaranteed not to break – for enhanced hygiene,
security and durability.

Norix Blue Wedge

Silver Secure Wedge

Sloped construction for Acid Reflux and GERDs relief. Comfortable
polyurethane foam core is encased in a fire retardant polyurethane
coated cover with radio frequency welded seams for enhanced
hygiene, security and durability. Mattress is fluid, crack, peel,
abrasion and bed bug resistant, anti-microbial, and anti-fungal.
Provides a virus barrier and is resistant to delaminating for greater
infection control. Features a breathable vent that repels oil, water,
blood, urine and other fluids.

Sloped construction for Acid Reflux and GERDs relief. Comfortable
polyurethane foam core is encased in a fire retardant polyurethane
coated cover with reinforcing ripstop scrim for enhanced hygiene,
security and durability. Mattress is fluid, crack, peel, abrasion and
bed bug resistant, anti-microbial, and anti-fungal. Provides a virus
barrier and is resistant to delaminating for greater infection control.
Features a breathable vent that repels oil, water, blood, urine and
other fluids.
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Silver Secure

*Due to differences in monitors, printers and materials, actual product colors may vary. Color chips are available for more accurate depiction of color.

Infection Control
At Norix, infection control
is top of mind every time we
develop a new product. After all,
Norix furniture is in behavioral
healthcare facilities, correctional
spaces, shelter environments,
and other places that historically
transfer sickness and disease
regularly if proper protocols and
equipment are not in place.
Norix products are built with
durability in mind including the
ability to easily clean and sanitize.

AT NORIX, WE DESIGN INNOVATIVE, ROBUST FURNITURE
THAT MEETS THE REAL-WORLD NEED FOR HUMANIZING
CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENTS.

MADE IN THE

USA

Individual attributes vary by product. See specification sheet for details.
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